
Girl Scout Workshops  

 
We charge just $10 per Scout with a minimum of 6 girls or $60 for ALL of our 

workshops. Our maximum class size is 12 girls. 
Daisy Workshops (5-7) 

Daisy Flower Garden Workshop 
The girls will make a clay flowerpot using hand-building techniques. Each flowerpot will be 

decorated using themes taken from the flower badges and Girl Scout Laws. The clay pieces can 
be picked up at a later date. 

Between Earth and Sky Workshop 
Each girl will choose a state and will work with clay to create a landscape representing it. 

For example: an ice fishing scene for Alaska, a camping scene in the mountains for Colorado, or a 
farmer plowing a field for Kansas. The clay pieces can be picked up at a later date. 

3 Cheers for Animals Workshop 
Each girl will create a sculpture of her favorite animal out of clay and we will discuss what 

caring for that animal involves. The clay pieces can be picked up at a later date. 
 

Brownie Workshops (7-9) 
Potter Badge Workshop 

     The girls will create slab plates and small sculptures out of clay. We will discuss the firing 
process and the girls will get to pick glaze colors for their masterpieces. We will finish the class 
with a pottery wheel demonstration. The clay pieces can be picked up at a later date. 

Painting Badge Workshop 
The girls will examine artworks as inspiration for their own landscape paintings. Using real 

Images of Kansas, the girls will paint iconic Kansas landscapes – paying close attention to their 
use of color and technique to convey different moods and styles. Each girl will get a chance to 
explore different painting techniques to create a small mural for the troop. 

 

Junior Workshops (9-11) 
Drawing Badge Workshop 

Each girl will design a personalized art logo for her own art portfolio! The girls will also 
experiment with different shading techniques, drawing materials, and explore one-point 
perspective.  

Jeweler Badge Workshop 
We will focus on making pendants out of clay as well as glass or stones. The first pendant will 

be a “caged” stone pendant using glass or a stone that they bring in. The second project, we will 
make clay pendants or earrings with a nature them. The third pendant will be a clay pendant 
that has an animal theme. The clay pieces can be picked up at a later date.*** Each girl is 
encouraged (but not required) to bring in a stone or the like to create the caged  

pendant project. (Glass mosaic pieces are provided) 
 

Cadette Workshops (11-14) 
Book Artist Workshop 

The girls will examine and classify different styles of books based on each book’s unique 
binding and function. They will create mini sample books using different binding techniques. 



Each girl will choose her favorite style to make a larger memory book. Using old photos, the 
girls will repurpose materials to convey their own unique story. 

Comic Artist Workshop 
After looking at many different examples of comic art from newspapers and books, the girls 

will play a quick game to unearth the potential of their own creative humor. The girls will learn 
how to convey motion by using a stick-figure technique, and will then get to create their own 
story lines, paying attention to characters, setting and quote bubbles. To complete their comic 
panel, they will sketch their frames, ink and add color.  

 

Senior Workshops (14-16) 
Collage Artist workshop 

The girls will examine the different collage styles, purposes and materials that have been used 
throughout history. Collaboratively, they will create multiple cubomania collages, focusing on 
specific color themes. Together, they will come up with a message they want to share, and will 
explore different collage techniques to create a final collaborative piece. *** Each girl is 
encouraged (but not required) to bring in found or personal materials, such as receipts, photos, 
ticket stubs, buttons, fabric, etc. to use for this workshop.  
 


